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SKIP THE LINE FI1 AM - Florence sightseeing tour & Accademia Gallery
Piazzale Michelangelo | Fiesole | Accademia Gallery | Piazza Duomo
A morning city tour among art, landscapes and Renaissance masterpieces. This discovery tour begins from two of the most beautiful and romantic spots in
the world: Piazzale Michelangelo and Fiesole, two unmissable destinations for landscapes lovers! Here you can drink in the sights and historic panorama of
Florence lying before your eyes. Your professional guide will be at your disposal for the whole morning, pointing out the main monuments of the city from
these magnificent panoramic terraces: the unmistakable Brunelleschi's Cupola, the Palazzo Vecchio and the countless Romanesque-style churches that dot
the whole city as well as Florence rolling hills. Then you plunge into the city itself: fist stop, the Accademia Gallery, famous for its David of Michelangelo, the
unfinished works of art Prigioni, San Matteo, la Pietà di Palestrina and other masterpieces by the great artist.You will learn some interesting facts about the
tormented life of Michelangelo and why his masterpiece has become the symbol of Florence during the centuries. The tour ends with a stroll through the
historic streets of the city to arrive in Piazza Duomo, where you will learn the secrets of Giotto’s Bell Tower, and discover the beauty of the Baptistery with
its golden, bronze doors (including the famous Porta del Paradiso). Last but not least, there is the breathtaking Cathedral itself.
What’s included / Professional guide - Visit to Piazzale Michelangelo and Fiesole by fully-fitted GTcoach - Skip the line Accademia Gallery ticket - Walking
tour - Headsets - What's not included / Hotel pick up/drop off - Extras - Duration / 3h45' - Meeting point / PIAZZALE MONTELUNGO bus terminal next
to Santa Maria Novella train station. Look for the staff wearing a fuchsia jacket. - Operating days / 01.11.19-31.10.20 daily except Monday at 08:30 am, apply
20 minutes before departure - Not operating / November 3rd-5th-6th-7th-8th-9th-10th-22nd, December 1st-8th-25th, January 1st, May 1st - Languages /
Multilingual English, Spanish (French and German from 4 pax).
Price per person FI1 AM:
Tour
FI1 AM

Season

Adult

01/11/2019-31/10/2020

€ 68,00

Child 0/6 year free of charge

SKIP THE LINE FI2 PM - Florence sightseeing tour & Uffizi Gallery
San Firenze square | Santa Croce square (from outside) | Lungarno Torrigiani |
Santa Felicita square (visit**) | Ponte vecchio | Piazza Signoria
An afternoon city tour among art, quaint streets and the most beautiful paintings in the world. The first part of the tour is devoted to the heart of Florence,
its historic centre and its wonderful squares and landmarks: we start with an enlightening walking tour led by a local guide who will unveil every corner of
the cradle of the Renaissance. Starting from Piazza San Firenze, where one of the finest examples of Florentine residential architecture of the fifteenth
century stands, you will then reach the stunning Basilica di Santa Croce standing in the namesake historic square. This Franciscan church is actually one of
the best achievements of Italian Gothic style, and is also known as the Temple of Italian Glories, as it's the final resting place of such Italian artists as Michelangelo, Galileo Galilei and Niccolò Machiavelli. Walking along Lungarno Torrigiani, your eyes will be feasted with the magnificent view of Ponte Vecchio, one
of the symbols of Florence: learn about its incredible history and how it has been spared from the bombings during World War II. Follow your professional
guide to Piazza della Signoria, the unique heart of the city’s social life, to admire the imposing architecture of Palazzo Vecchio and the famous statues of
Loggia de' Lanzi, among which the magnificent Perseus by Cellini stands. The tour finishes inside the world famous Uffizi Gallery, where you can stand and
admire the unique Renaissance masterpieces of the great Italian artists, where you will be involved in an exciting celebration of beauty, admiring such works
of art as Botticelli's Birth of Venus, Leonardo's Annunciation and Michelangelo's Tondo Doni, to name a few. At the end of the guided tour you can remain
in the Uffizi Gallery until closing time.
What’s included / Professional guide - Uffizi Gallery ticket and reservation - Walking tour - Headsets - What's not included / Hotel pick up/drop off - Extras
- Duration / 3h15’ - Meeting point / Piazza San Firenze in front of Caffe' San Firenze (Piazza Di S. Firenze, 1r). Look for the staff wearing a fuchsia jacket Operating days / 01.11.19-31.10.20 daily except Monday at 02 :30 pm, apply 20 minutes before departure - Not operating / November 3rd-6th, December
1st-25th, January 1st-5th, February 2nd, March 1st, May 1st - Languages / Multilingual English, (French and German from 4 pax)
Important notes:
** during religious celebrations the tour of Santa Felicita church will be not done, the visit does not include entrance fees thus any refund is issued.
Price per person FI2 PM:
Tour
FI2 AM

Season

Adult

01/11/2019-29/02/2020
01/03/2020-31/10/2020

€ 57,00
€ 67,00

Child 0/6 year free of charge

Gross rates in €uro
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SKIP THE LINE MUS1 AM/MUS1 PM - Accademia Gallery
During your vacation in Florence don’t miss out on meeting one of the most famous and eclectic artists in the world: Michelangelo.Your personal guide will
reveal the secrets of the Accademia Gallery and the creation of Michelangelo’s world renowned masterpieces, such as the original version of David, I Prigioni
and San Matteo. This is a must and will be a discovery for anyone interested in Michelangelo. It really is a once-in-the-life experience to stand in front of David.
At the end of the guided tour you will have the possibility to stay in the museum for as long as you like.
What’s included / Professional guide - Skip the line Accademia Gallery ticket - Headset - What's not included / Hotel pick up/drop off - Extras - Duration
/ 1h30'- Meeting point / MUS1 AM Accademia Gallery, in front of the main entrance / MUS1 PM Ciao Florence office in Via Cavour, 36R - Operating days
/ MUS1 AM Daily except Monday at 10:30 am, apply 20 minutes before departure / MUS1 PM Daily except Monday at 1:30 pm, apply 20 minutes before
departure - Not operating / November 3rd-5th-6th-7th-8th-9th-10th-22nd, December 1st-8th-25th, January 1st, May 1st - Languages / MUS1 AM / MUS 1
PM Multilingual English, Spanish (French and German from 4 pax).
Price per person MUS1 AM - MUS1 PM:
Tour
MUS1 AM
MUS1 PM

Season

Adult

01/11/2019-31/10/2020
01/04/2020-31/10/2020

€ 43,00
€ 43,00

Child 0/6 year free of charge

SKIP THE LINE MUS2 PM - Uffizi Gallery: renaissance masterpieces
The Uffizi Gallery is the oldest art gallery in the world! This is a unique experience for those of you who want to immerse themselves in Florence’s artistic
background and history. You will be guided through the huge rooms and bright hallways to stop in front of and admire such classics as Botticelli’s Birth of
Venus, Leonardo’s The Annunciation and Michelangelo’s Tondo Doni... to name but a few. At the end of the guided tour you can remain in the Uffizi Gallery
until closing time.
What’s included / Professional guide - Skip the line Uffizi Gallery ticket - Headset - What's not included / Hotel pick up/drop off - Extras - Duration / 1h30’
Meeting point / Uffizi Gallery, in front of Door n°1 - Operating days / Daily except Monday at 04:15 pm, apply 20 minutes before departure - Not operating
/ November 3rd-6th, December 1st-25th, January 1st-5th, February 2nd, March 1st, May 1st - Languages / Multilingual English, Spanish (French and German
from 4 pax.
Price per person MUS2 PM:
Tour
MUS2 PM

Season

Adult

01/11/2019-29/02/2020
01/03/2020-31/10/2020

€ 47,00
€ 57,00

Child 0/6 year free of charge
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tour SSMC FD - Siena, San Gimignano, Monteriggioni, Chianti
Crossing the beautiful Chianti hills we arrive at the Medieval hilltop gem of Monteriggioni, with its still intact walls. Here you can drink in the history and relive the
atmosphere of olden times. Our day tour continues to the stately Siena, famous for its splendid examples of Gothic architecture and the Palio horse race. Follow our
guide to the suggestive Piazza del Campo, where the magnificent Palazzo Pubblico stands, with its Torre del Mangia.Visit the precious interiors of the Duomo, one of
the most beautiful Cathedrals in Italy.After leaving Siena we drive to San Gimignano famous for its white wine, the world renowned Vernaccia, and its skyscrapers, also
declared a World heritage Site by Unesco! The visit is free for independent sightseeing, strolling around the narrow streets and admiring the relaxing landscape. At
the end of the day tour, we move into the Chianti area, with its picture-postcard landscapes.You have the chance to taste the best Chianti red wine in a rustic wine
estate along with home-made snacks and sampling of wines and oil.
What’s included / Journey by fully-fitted GT Coach - Expert multilingual escort - Free visit of San Gimignano and Monteriggioni - Siena tour with professional guide
- Visit to a wine estate with tour of the wine cellars - Sampling of wines, extra-virgin olive oil and regional products - What's not included / Hotel pick up/drop off Extras - Duration / 10h30’ - Meeting point / PIAZZALE MONTELUNGO bus terminal next to Santa Maria Novella train station. Look for the staff wearing a fuchsia
jacket - Operating days: 01.11.19-31.03.20 / Monday, Wednesday, Friday, Sunday at 08:45 am, apply 20 minutes before departure 01.04.20-31.10.20 / Daily at 08:45
am, apply 20 minutes before departure - Not operating / December 25th, January 1st - Languages / Multilingual English, Spanish. Starting from 2 pax, Nov/Mar French
on Friday, German on Monday and Portuguese on Wednesday - Apr/Oct: French on Tuesday, German on Monday and Portuguese on Wednesday)
Price per person S5MC FD:
Tour
SSMC FD

Season

Adult

Child 4/12 years

01/11/2019-31/03/2020
01/04/2020-31/10/2020

€ 64,00
€ 67,00

€ 32,00
€ 33,50

Child 0/3 year free of charge

SKIP THE LINE tour PITOW AM/PITOWA PM - Pisa & the leaning tower
Have you ever wanted to climb all the steps up to the top of the Leaning Tower? Well, this tour gives you the opportunity to enjoy the city of one of the symbols of
Italy. We start our excursion with a walk along side the Medieval walls up to the old entrance gate: Porta Santa Maria. From here an extraordinary view will take your
breath away! You will be in front of a unique panorama: Piazza dei Miracoli with its marble architecture and neat grass lawns.You will admire with your guide the incredible architecture of the Cathedral, an unchallenged masterpiece of Romanesque art. Once outside you can admire the Baptistery, the Monumental Graveyard and, finally,
the world famous Leaning Tower, discovering all its secrets. Before heading back to Florence you will have free time for an ice-cream and for the inevitable photo -memories.The tour ends in the Florence city center. Please note that the Cathedral of Pisa is now free and in the most crowded days it could not be possible to visit its interior
due to a long queue. In such cases, we will offer a tour of Piazza Cavalieri instead.
What’s included / Journey by fully- fitted GT Coach - Expert multilingual escort - Pisa tour with professional guide - What's not included / Hotel pick up/drop off - Extras Duration / 5h30’ - Meeting point / PIAZZALE MONTELUNGO bus terminal next to Santa Maria Novella train station. Look for the staff wearing a fuchsia jacket - Operating
days: 01.11.19-31.03.20 / PITOW AM Monday, Wednesday, Friday, Sunday at 08:15 am, apply 20 minutes before departure - 01.04.20-31.10.20 / PITOW AM Daily at 08:15
am, apply 20 minutes before departure / PITOWA PM Monday, Wednesday, Friday, Sunday at 02:15 pm apply 20 minutes before departure - Not operating / December 25th,
January 1st - Languages / Multilingual English, Spanish (starting from 2 pax - French on Monday, German on Wednesday and Portuguese on Friday).
Price per person PITOW AM - PITOWA PM:
Tour
Season
PITOW AM
PITOWA PM

01/11/2019-31/10/2020
01/04/2020-31/10/2020

Adult

Child 8/12 years

€ 76,00
€ 76,00

€ 38,00
€ 38,00

Child 0/7 years cannot climb the tower

Gross rates in €uro
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tour CHIA PM - Chianti colours and flavours
Don’t miss the chance to explore the marvelous Chianti Wine region and its rolling hills! Get away from the noise and crowds of the city and enjoy a relaxing afternoon in the
world-famous Tuscan countryside.Tuscany is renowned worldwide for its nature, small villages, vineyards and gentle hills.Your tour starts with a visit to a rustic wine estate, in the
heart of vineyards, where you will be greeted by the owners and offered an appetizing snack based on “crostini toscani”, home produced olive oil and a tasting of a delicate “Vino
Chianti”.You will visit the cellar and learn all the secrets of wine processing.Then we move on to Greve in Chianti which is without doubt one of the most famous and best known
Italian Chianti wine villages: here you will have time to explore the characteristic alleyways and the central square with its numerous Medieval buildings and its picturesque artisan
shops. Our day is not over yet: in the heart of olive trees, gentle hills and vineyards you will be offered another rich wine tasting together with some regional products: the owners
of the wine estate will teach you some easy steps to become a perfect sommelier! The tour ends in the Florence city center.
What’s included / Journey by fully-fitted GT Coach - Expert multilingual escort - Visit of two different wine estates with tour to the wine cellars - Sampling of wines and extra-virgin
olive oil - Two snacks based on delicious regional products - Possibility of buying wine, oil and other regional products - Free visit of Greve in Chianti - What's not included / Hotel
pick up/drop off - Extras - Duration / 5h - Meeting point / PIAZZALE MONTELUNGO bus terminal next to Santa Maria Novella train station. Look for the staff wearing a fuchsia
jacket - Operating days: 01.11.19-31.03.20 / Monday, Wednesday, Friday, Sunday at 02:30 pm, apply 20 minutes before departure 01.04.20-31/10.20 / Daily at 02:30 pm, apply 20
minutes before departure - Not operating / December 25th, January 1st - Languages / Multilingual English, Spanish (starting from 2 pax - French on Monday, German on Wednesday
and Portuguese on Friday)
Price per person CHIA PM:
Tour
CHIA PM

Season

Adult

Child 4/12 years

01/11/2019-31/10/2020

€ 46,00

€ 23,00

Child 0/3 year free of charge

tour PILU FD - Lucca and Pisa with Buccellato tasting
Pisa and Lucca are undoubtedly among the richest cities in the world for their architecture and history: they are unmissable destinations for those who want to go deep inside Tuscany
and its artistic background. Once in PISA, you will be met by your personal guide: the tour starts in the incredible Piazza dei Miracoli, where you can admire the Baptistery and the
famous Leaning Tower, together with a guided visit of the majestic Cathedral.After you will have some free time to do shopping or have a cappuccino before the departure for Lucca.
In Lucca, famous for its still-intact walls with huge gates and ramparts, our local guide will lead you to the enchanting old town centre walking along a section of the walls and enjoying
a breathtaking view over the rooftops.You will admire the main attractions of the city, such as the Anfiteatro Square, the Guinigi Tower, San Martino Cathedral and a stroll along the
picturesque streets of antique shops.The tour ends with a Buccellato tasting, a typical Lucchese cake - a famous saying of the Lucchesi (people from Lucca) is: "those who come to
Lucca without eating the Buccellato is like they have never been there!" The tour ends in the Florence city center. Please note that the Cathedral of Pisa is now free and in the most
crowded days it could not be possible to visit its interior due to a long queue. In such cases, we will offer a tour of Piazza Cavalieri instead.
What’s included / Journey by fully fitted GT Coach - Expert multilingual escort - Admission fee to Pisa Cathedral - Pisa tour with professional guide - Lucca tour with professional
guide - Buccellato cake tasting - What's not included / Hotel pick up/drop off - Extras - Duration / 9h - Meeting point / PIAZZALE MONTELUNGO bus terminal next to Santa Maria
Novella train station. Look for the staff wearing a fuchsia jacket - Operating days / 01.11.19-31.03.20 Thursday, Saturday at 09:00 am, apply 20 minutes before departure /
01.04.20-31.10.20 Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday at 09:00 am, apply 20 minutes before departure - Not operating / December 25th, January 1st - Languages / multilingual English,
Spanish . Starting from 2 pax, Nov/Mar: Portuguese and French on Thursday, German on Saturday - Apr/Oct: Portuguese on Tuesday, French on Thursday, German on Saturday.
Price per person PILU FD:
Tour
PILU FD

Season

Adult

Child 4/12 years

01/11/2019-31/03/2020
01/04/2020-31/10/2020

€ 61,00
€ 65,00

€ 30,50
€ 32,50

Child 0/3 year free of charge
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tour SDT FD - A special day in Tuscany: Pisa, San Gimignano, Siena
Do you want to feast your eyes and tickle your palate with the joys of Tuscany in just one day? Here’s the tour for you! Your day begins early in the morning with a tour of PISA,
where you will have time to admire the stunning Cathedral, the Baptistery, the Monumental Cemetery and also the chance to snap photo - graphs of the celebrated Leaning Tower.
Then we move onto a rustic wine estate in the foothills of San Gimignano, where you can enjoy a typical Tuscan lunch enriched by precious wines. After lunch you will discover
one of the most famous Medieval hilltop villages in Italy, San Gimignano, where you can explore the maze of cobbled streets, the small squares and many local artisan shops. Our
exciting day continues with a panoramic view of the true Chianti countryside, before arriving in Siena, where our specialist guide meets us and starts the walk around the most
important squares of Piazza del Campo to the Cathedral, with a visit of its interior. At the end of the tour there will be time to enjoy a coffee and some shopping in typical local
shops.We return to Florence in a beautiful Tuscan sunset, a perfect end of a memorable day in Tuscany. Please note that the given order of the visits may change.
What’s included / Journey by fully-fitted GT Coach Expert multilingual escort Free time in Pisa and San Gimignano Lunch in a typical wine farm Siena tour
with professional guide - If option selected Admission fee to Siena Cathedral - If option selected - What's not included / Hotel pick up/drop off - Extras Duration / 11h30’ - Meeting point / PIAZZALE MONTELUNGO bus terminal next to Santa Maria Novella train station. Look for the staff wearing a fuchsia
jacket - Operating days / 01.11.19-31.03.20 Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday at 07:45 am, apply 20 minutes before departure - 01.04.20-31.10.20 Daily
at 07:45 am, apply 20 minutes before departure - Not operating / December 25th, January 1st - Languages / Multilingual English, Spanish Nov/Mar French,
German & Portuguese from 4 pax - Apr/Oct from 2 pax Portuguese on Saturday, French on Wednesday, German on Thursday).
Price per person SDT FD:
Tour
SDT FD

Season

Adult

Child 4/12 years

01/11/2019-31/03/2020
01/04/2020-31/10/2020

€ 86,00
€ 88,00

€ 43,00
€ 44,00

Child 0/3 year free of charge

tour 5TER FD - Cinque Terre: the scent of the sea
Our trip from Florence to the Cinque Terre is an unforgettable whole day devoted to the discovery of one of the most amazing and enchanting landscapes in the world. Five (Cinque)
villages, hanging between sea and land, a place where you can immerse yourselves in paradise, listed by Unesco as a World Heritage site.Our visit begins at daybreak, with the arrival at
Riomaggiore: the village, dating back to the early thirteenth century, is famous for its historic character and local wine.You can admire the houses leaning one against the other and stroll
along the narrow cobble alleyways and sheltered paths.We then reach Manarola by walking along the famous “Via dell’Amore” (The Path of Love) a romantic and evocative promenade
hewn from the rocks falling sheer into the sea.The tiny harbor has a boat ramp and picturesque buildings clinging to the ravine. Our journey continues to Monterosso, an ancient fishing
village considered “The Pearl of the Cinque Terre”, where you will be awed by its enchanting beaches and the lush vegetation encircling the little town. Here you will have free time to plunge
into the crystal sea and sunbathe, before taking the boat to Vernazza, a seaside town surrounding a small natural port.As well as comfortable clothes and shoes, we recommend you bring
your swimwear! At the moment the “Path of Love” is closed and the reopening depends on local authorities. If it still won’t be accessible during high season, a longer route in boat will be
offered as financial compensation and the given order of the visits may change. Please note that due to bad weather it may not be possible to use the boat.
What’s included / Journey by fully-fitted GT Coach - Expert multilingual escort - Free visit of Riomaggiore, Manarola, Monterosso, Vernazza - Free time to take a swim in the sea Motor vessel tickets - “Via dell’Amore” tickets - train tickets - What's not included / Hotel pick up/drop off - Extras - Duration / 12h30’ - Meeting point / PIAZZALE MONTELUNGO
bus terminal next to Santa Maria Novella train station. Look for the staff wearing a fuchsia jacket - Operating days 01.04.20-31.10.20 / Daily at 07:00 am, apply 20 minutes before
departure - Languages / Multilingual English, Spanish (from 2 pax - French on Sunday, German on Friday and Portuguese on Monday).
Price per person 5TER FD:
Tour
5TER FD

Season

Adult

Child 4/12 years

01/04/2020-31/10/2020

€ 96,00

€ 48,00

Child 0/3 year free of charge

Gross rates in €uro
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